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Progress Since IETF-82 Taipei

- -04 published on 27-Jan-2012
  - Addresses 12 tracker tickets

- -05 published on 09 Mar 2012
  - Addresses 2 tickets (refs fixups, ABNF mangling)

- -06 pub'd on 12 Mar 2012
  - Addresses 1 ticket (editorial comments)

- WG Last Call entered on 18-Mar-2012
Open Tickets

• #33: (reopened) HSTS: quoted-string grammar in (extension) directives ?
• #37: Clarify that superdomain HSTS flag does not update max-age of subdomain's HSTS max-age and vice versa
• #39: appropriately acknowledge and accommodate DANE
• #41: add parameter indicating whether to hardfail or not
• #42: STS exception for CRL fetching